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Ludovico Vicentino’s Operina, which teaches the writing of chancery script.
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The method and rules for writing cursive letters or chancery script, recently put
together by Ludovico Vicentino, writer of apostolic letters in Rome, in the year of our
salvation 1522.
>> as I could and, if they do not match it at every point, ask you to forgive me, as
the press cannot entirely represent the living hand; still I hope that by following my
instruction you will reach your goal. Enjoy life and health.
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Dear reader. As many friends have asked, indeed demanded, my dear reader, that
I, for the public good, not only of our time but for posterity as well, provide some
examples of writing and instruction about the regular shaping of letters that nowadays are called chancery style, I have gladly undertaken this task; and as I couldn’t
provide enough examples by my own hand to satisfy all, I exerted myself with this
new invention of letters and printed them, copying handwriting as closely >> 2
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Anyone who wishes to learn the cursive or chancery style should observe
the rules that follow. First learn to make these two strokes 0 ’ one of
which begins all chancery letters. Of these two one is flat and thick,
the other slanting and thin, as you see here: 0 ’ 0 ’ 0
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With the first stroke, flat and bold 0 0 0 , reversed and turned on itself, begin these
letters: a b c d f g h k l o q s 2 x y z. The remainder of the alphabet starts with the
second stroke, slanting and thin, written upwards at the angle of the pen and then
down, this way: ’ e < i m n p r t u ij ’
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From the first stroke, bold and short, make this lettershape 3 0 4 3 on which these five
letters, a d c g q, are based. The bodies of the letters, which sit on the baseline, should
fit a condensed rectangle, not a perfect square, thus: 6 7 8 9 a 5 d g : q 6 a d c g q
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Note that in addition to the five letters a c d g q that I mentioned nearly all the
others should be based on this condensed rectangle : , not a perfect square, thus: ;.
In my view the cursive, or chancery, style should be condensed rather than round: and
round it would look if it were based on a square and not the condensed rectangle.
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As we go through the alphabet, you should learn to make this stem ? which begins
with the first flat and bold stroke 0? 0?. It is used in the following letters: b d ff f h k l 2
22 2f l b ll lb 2l and, to give them proper shape, make the top slightly thicker than the
stem, which is easily done if the first stroke is reversed and then turned on itself:
0 ? b d f ff h k l h b 2 22 l 0
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When you have learned to write the letters I mentioned, which all begin with the
bold, short stroke, you come to the letters that begin with the second stroke, slanting
and thin, as you will easily understand by following my little treatise.
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Beginning with the second stroke, slanting and thin, are the letters ’ ı e i j m n p r t u.
All should be the same height, except the p and t, which should be slightly higher
than the bodies of the others, as I show in this example: a p a t m t u m p n o t u r p
q r s t u m p u t i n a t m p i. Greater height of the p, the first stem, not the bowl, is in
my view more pleasing; a taller letter t distinguishes it from the c.
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As we have two kinds of the letter s, the s and the 2, which you see here, and since I
have already instructed you on the long, it now remains to discuss the short. Make
the lower curve larger than the upper: s s s. Begin with the first stroke, flat and bold,
which I mentioned before; reverse it back on its path and curve it in a way that
makes a distinct s.
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I still have not mentioned the letters x y z; of these three the x and y begin much
the same way: [see the fifth line ]. Cut the first stroke in the middle to make
the x, which should not be wider in front than the letter a. The letter y should be
made the same height, thus: x a y a x a y a x a y a x y. Strive to make the z with
the strokes illustrated here [see the two bottom lines].
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Now that you have learned the letters of the alphabet, make sure when you put them
together that all the [long] ascenders are of equal height: b d h k l, with the very top
leaning to the right, rounded and bold, just as the beginning of the c or l. Likewise
the descenders should be the same length: f g p q 2 x y 22, and the bodies of all the
letters should be even, both at baseline and midline, as shown here: A a b c d e m f m
g m h i k l m n o p q r s t u 2 t u m v x y z.
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As some letters of the alphabet are made in one stroke, without lifting pen from
paper, and others in two, it appears timely to set out which letters are made in one
stroke and which with two. Written in a single stroke are these: a b c g h i l m n o q r
s 2 u y z. The rest of the alphabet is written with two strokes: d e < f k p t x &.
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You should also note, dear reader, that some small letters of the alphabet may be
joined to the letter that follows and others must not. Those that can be joined to a
succeeding letter are: a c d f u k l m n 2 s t u. Of these, any letter can be joined from a
d i k l m n u, but only some from c f 2 s. From the remaining letters of the alphabet,
b e < g h o p q r x y z, no letter that follows may be joined. But whether to join or not I
leave to your judgment, as long as the writing is even.
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Here follow examples of letters that can be joined to any succeeding letter: aa ab ac
ad a< af ag ah ai ak al am an ao ap aq ar as a2 at au ax ay az. Join from the letters
d i k l m n u in the same way. The ligatures from the letters c f s 2 t are these: ct, fa
ff fi fm fn fo fr fu fy, st, 2f 22 2s 2t, ta te ti tm tn to tq tr tt tu tx ty. From the remaining
letters of the alphabet, b < g h o p q r x y z, there should be no joins.
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To write more fluently, let your characters—letters, if you prefer—lean forward:
“Virtue surpasses all else.” I do not want you to tilt them as much as that, but wrote
this example the better to demonstrate how proper letters should slope.
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Note that, dear reader, although I told you that the characters should all
slant forward, I want you to understand that this only applies to the lower-case
letters, and want your capitals always written upright in firm strokes and without
wavering; otherwise they will not be the least attractive.
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Make the space between lines of what you write in the chancery script
neither too large nor too small, but average, and the gap between words
the width of an n. The distance between joined letters should be the same
as between the stems of an n. But as this rule is almost impossible to
follow, rely on your eyes: the best pair of dividers will absolve you.
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I believe I have demonstrated enough of my method for writing the lower case of the
chancery style; now the capitals remain, which all should begin with [one of] the two
strokes that I spoke of when I dealt with the lower-case letters: one flat and thick, the
other slanting and thin, thus: 0 ’ 0 ’ 0 ’ 0
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Learning the capitals will not be demanding when you have acquired a good, firm
handwriting the lower case, not least because I have told you that the two beginning
strokes of the minuscules also apply to the capitals, which you will understand
as you continue to write. I need advise you no further except to take the trouble of
learning the capitals from the examples that I have provided.
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[Examples of capitals and ampersands.]
Ludovicus Vicentinus wrote this out in the year of our Lord 1522 in Rome.
[Examples of lower-case letters.]
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Examples for developing a firm hand.
[Model of the lower case.]
Glory is not achieved by setting out, but at the finish. That is the birth of
honor, true and perfect. Why enter the field of battle, and then flee?
Written out in Rome by the selfsame L Vicentinus.
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By the favor of perfect and immortal God.
[Examples of the lower case and ampersands.]
Such is the state of man: born at daybreak; at nightfall the course is run. Virtue alone
conquers haughty and terrible death. Written out by Ludovico Vicentino in Rome at
Parhione, in the year 1522. To God and virtue we owe all.
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[Examples of swash capitals. lower-case letters and ampersands.]
Everything has its measure: beyond certain limits on either side nothing is right.
[Example of simple capitals.]
The middle way is best.
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[Examples of swash capitals and lower-case letters.]
Everything will be well done if time is properly dispensed and every day we devote set
hours to letters and let nothing prevent us from some measure of reading. Written
out by the same Ludovico Vicentino on the seventh of August in his adoptive city.
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F[rancesco] Petrarch said this. I followed hope and empty desire: now I can see my
failings in a clear mirror I have before my eyes. And I can prepare myself at last,
thinking of my brief life in which I was a boy this morning and now am an old man.
Fleeting and irreparable is time.
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Dismiss avarice, that queen of disgraceful ills which all misdeeds serve with
detestable devotion: greed strives for lucre, which no wise man craves and, as if
steeped in malign poisons, weakens the manhood of body and soul and is abated
neither by riches nor poverty. A miser has no goodness; he is base in every respect.
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The highest wisdom in a man is knowing himself and not be misled by pride to
fancy himself better than he is. This Galenus observed, and in Rome Vicentino wrote
it out. A man who knows himself is the master of his actions. Golden sentiments.
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[Forms of address in flourished abbreviations.]
Most honorable, excellent, illustrious, noble, reverend etc. Written out by
Ludovico Vicentino.
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Reader, if you find a flaw in Vicentino’s little treatise be not surprised, for perfection
is not a human but divine quality. Here one cannot live without blemish: without sin
one would be like God who alone is perfect.
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Here ends the art of writing chancery script. Printed in Rome from the original of
Ludovico Vicentino, scribe. By grateful privilege.
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he author was a copyist, papal scribe,
publisher and type designer. He
called himself Ludovico Vicentino, and
wrote the name eight times into his short
text. Yet we know him as Arrighi, a name
that appears nowhere in the book.
Operina shows great handwriting on every
page. It is more than a set of model sheets,
however. It describes Arrighi’s underlying
forms and two basic entry movements.
It covers the spacing of lines, words and
letters. It deals with slant and joins.
Operina is a slim volume of 32 pages. It
teaches italic handwriting and is still essential
reading. Each page was printed from a separate
woodcut by Ugo da Carpi, who is best known
as a master of chiaroscuro engraving.

